Aj(x,Q: ^=0.
This implies, in particular, when all the terms of order greater than j of &j(x, t\ £) are independent of t, then (1.2) becomes a necessary condition for the validity of the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem.
Recently M. Miyake investigated this problem [2] , and showed that in the case w = l, namely, to show that when we follow the argument of Miyake together with that of Hasegawa in [1] , we arrive at a sharper result than (1.3). Let us explain this. We expand each aj(x, t\ £) appearing in (1.1) in Taylor series in / around the origin. Then the terms appearing on the right hand side take the form:
t*a(x) 3^f
To all these terms, we define^ (rational number) as the minimum satisfying By saying modified principal part with weight^ of (1.1), we mean all the terms for which the equal sign hold. Our result is:
Theorem. In order that the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem, hold at the origin, it is necessary that ^^1.
Accordingly, in particular,
order (a,j(x y 0; 9^))^y is a necessary condition.
Preliminaries
To make clear our argument, we treat ( 
holomorphic in O. Assume for each f(x, f)^H(O] there exists a solution
u(x, f)^H(Vf) of (1.1) satisfying 3{ u (x, 0)=0 for x^ V f n {^-0}l §(x, f)\^n in D m . Since L(u h }=d™uj p (%, /)-s ^-(^, /; a^af-^y A» 0 tends to L(UQ) in £f(jDm),
Proof of Theorem
In (2.6), instead of /o(X) itself, we take simply / "(*)= ;=1 ^=* On the other hand, from (2.8) we see that, for general n,
In fact, all the entries of PI(£), •-., PS(£) ar^ zero except the mth row, so that the components a n j (I^j^m -1) of a n can be defined simply by This implies, from (3.5) and (3.2),
Further, since i.e. |a Wli |^(l -S)|a' w |, the above relation can be written as and this is of course true for any k (l^^fg^/z) (see (3.4)).
Finally let us consider the last component of Ps-i(£)a"n+ij Ps-2(£)
Thus we have Let us explain this. First we choose z'o in such a way that there exists an infinite subsequence {n p } stated in the above lemma, which is congruent to l-2'o modulo the denominator of p. Next,/ is chosen in such a way that, for this subsequence, say {a' np }, we have \af np j\^ -\a-np\-tn Further let us decompose (pn= integer),
Since the correspondence
is linear (see (3.1) ), for the study of the structure of v n (x} we can consider the three terms separately. Now we see easily that the part of Vn+j 0 -t 0 j(x) corresponding to the third term in the above decomposition, is of vanishing order^/zo+/(??z--jO+A hence this is greater than k-\-\.
Thus we obtain taking account of |£| = 1, 
